Saturation mutagenesis, complement selection, and steady-state kinetic studies illuminate the roles of invariant residues in active site loop I of the hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase from Trypanosoma cruzi.
Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferases (HPRTs) are potential drug targets in the treatment of diseases caused by parasites. Also, defects in the human HPRT can result in gouty arthritis or Lesch-Nyhan syndrome. Active site loop I of HPRTs has been implicated in interactions between enzyme subunits that can influence the relative efficiencies of forward and reverse reactions, but the functional roles for invariant loop I residues (analogous with human Leu67 and Gly69) are poorly understood. Herein, saturation mutagenesis, complement selection, and steady-state kinetics were used to investigate the functional roles for Leu67 and Gly69. Seventy clones from a library of mutants were sequenced and more than 30 different mutations, or combinations of mutations, were identified. Several recombinant HPRTs with mutations at positions 67 and/or 69 supported the growth of a bacterial auxotroph on selective media, but only two of the mutants (L67M and G69S) could be recovered in the soluble fraction from bacteria induced to over-express the enzyme. The results of steady-state kinetic studies for L67M are consistent with the side chain of this residue participating in hydrophobic interactions between dimer subunits that are important for the proper positioning of main chain atoms that influence enzyme chemistry and the binding of PRPP, PPi, and hypoxanthine. The results for mutations at position 69 are consistent with only hydrogen or a small polar side chain being tolerated at this site. Kinetic studies of G69S suggest that side chains of residues at position 69 that project into the active site likely interfere with the binding of PRPP and PPi, as well as the positioning of a metal ion that indirectly influences the binding of purine bases and purine moieties of nucleotide substrates.